
 
  

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

CELESTIX TAROT DECK 

PACKAGE CONTENTS 
• 78-card deck 

• English instructions 

• Deck box 

 

ABOUT TAROT 

The deck of tarot cards is used by the reader to 

interpret and help explain the thoughts or life events 

of a person seeking help from the mystical world.  

THE DECK 

A tarot deck consists of 78 cards. 22 are the major 

arcana, or trump cards. These denote major life 

events, important lessons, and milestones. The 

other 56 cards are minor arcana and are used to 

interpret and reflect on day-to-day events.  The 

minor arcana cards are arranged in 4 suits, each suit 

corresponding to a different area of life: 

• Swords: intellect and decisions (element: 

air) 

• Pentacles: money and achievement 

(element: earth) 

• Wands: action (element: fire) 

• Cups: emotion (element: water) 

Minor arcana cards also feature court cards (page, 

knight, queen, king), which represent personality 

traits and can give insight into motives.  

Familiarize yourself with the cards and their 

meanings before starting a reading. It is important to 

establish a connection with the deck and let it guide 

you through your readings. 

Each card can be interpreted in two ways, depending 

on its orientation. If the card is placed upright, then 

the meaning is good, but if it is placed in a reverse 

position, then the meaning is unfavorable.  

There are too many cards in the deck to describe 

them all, so we decided to only give detailed 

descriptions of the major arcana cards. The minor 

arcana cards are more open to interpretation. You 

can follow a general rule of thumb when interpreting 

them – find the meaning in the picture. For further 

information about the deeper meaning of cards, 

research the topic online or in books about card 

reading.  

MAJOR ARCANA 
The 22 cards of the major arcana represent major life 

events, milestones, and important lessons. They are 

the trump cards of the deck and carry great 

importance. As is the case with all tarot cards, they 

carry several meanings, both good and evil, 

depending on the card’s orientation when placed 

into a spread. These are the major arcana cards and 

their meanings: 

0. The Fool: folly, mania, extravagance, 

intoxication, delirium, frenzy. Reversed: 

negligence, apathy, vanity.  

1. The Magician: skill, diplomacy, sickness, 

loss, pain. Reversed: mental sickness, 

disgrace. 

2. The High Priestess: secrets, mystery, the 

future, female love interests, wisdom, 

science. Reversed: passion, excessive pride. 

3. The Empress: fruitfulness, initiative, action, 

the unknown, ignorance. Reverse: light, 

truth, unraveling of matters.  

4. The Emperor: stability, power, protection, 

conviction. Reversed: benevolence, 

compassion, credit, immaturity.  

5. The Hierophant: alliance, captivity, 

servitude, mercy, goodness, inspiration. 
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Reversed: society, understanding, concord, 

weakness.  

6. The Lovers: attraction, love, beauty, trials 

overcome. Reversed: failure. 

7. The Chariot: providence, war, triumph, 

vengeance, trouble. Reversed: riot, quarrel, 

dispute, defeat.  

8. Strength: power, energy, action, courage. 

Reversed: abuse of power, weakness, 

discord.  

9. The Hermit: treason, corruption, soul-

searching, solitude. Reversed: disguise, 

policy, fear, unreasoned caution.  

10. Wheel of Fortune: destiny, fortune, success, 

luck. Reversed: increase, abundance.  

11. Justice: equity, rightness. Reversed: bigotry, 

bias, excessive severity.  

12. The Hanged Man: wisdom, trials, sacrifice, 

intuition, a pause in life. Reversed: 

arrogance, wasted effort, resistance to 

spirituality.  

13. Death: new opportunity, transformation, 

change, new ideas. Reversed: disaster, 

upheaval, revolution, anarchy.  

14. Temperance: adaptation, coordination, self-

control, harmony. Reversed: competing 

interests, corruption, separation, possibility 

of disaster.  

15. The Devil: black magic, depression, illness, 

wrong use of force. Reversed: overcoming 

pride and self-interest, spiritual 

understanding, timidity.  

16. The Tower: change, conflict, catastrophe, 

disruption of old way of life. Reversed: false 

accusations, oppression, freedom of body or 

mind at great cost.  

17. The Star: insight, inspiration, hope, aid, good 

health. Reversed: pessimism, doubt, chance 

of illness.  

18. The Moon: intuition, imagination, 

deception, secret foes, psychic powers. 

Reversed: peace gained at a cost, no risks 

should be taken.  

19. The Sun: material happiness, success, good 

marriage, achievements in arts and science, 

liberation, pleasure. Reversed: future plans 

clouded, possible loss of marriage, job, or 

house.  

20. Judgement: a life well lived, awakening, 

renewal. Reversed: weakness, disillusion, 

fear of death, failure to find happiness, 

separation.  

21. The World: completion, reward, success, 

triumph on all levels, travel, change of 

residence. Reversed: success yet to be 

achieved, fear of change, great attachment 

to one’s place of residence or job, lack of 

vision.  

HOW TO START A READING 
First, you should establish the theme of the reading, 

or the problem in a person’s life, which you wish to 

interpret with the help of the cards. What are they 

trying to get out of the reading? Is the reading about 

something specific or just life in general? Are they 

looking for guidance? 

Choose the court card (significator card) which best 

represents the person whose fortune you are 

reading. This way, you can better interpret the 

motives behind their actions or emotions. Set the 

card down in the middle and shuffle the deck. Let the 

other person cut and shuffle the deck 3 times, then 

choose one half and hand it to you.   

While shuffling, establish the connection between 

the spiritual world and everyone present at the 

reading. Do this in any way you wish, it is important 

to have a simple ritual with which you feel 

comfortable.  

It is now time for you to set down the cards and 

interpret them. There are several different spreads 

suitable for different readings, but we will cover the 

most common one, which is known as the Celtic 

cross card spread.  
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0. Significator 

1. This covers them: This is the first card you 

place, and it signifies the general 

atmosphere that surrounds the question 

asked and the influences at work. 

2. This crosses them: This card should be laid 

across the first; it is always read right side 

up, and shows the opposing forces (good or 

evil) 

3. This crowns them: This card represents the 

best outcome but is not something you can 

control at the time. 

4. This is beneath them: This card signifies 

something that is their own and that they 

can use to overcome the matter.  

5. This is behind them: This card signifies a 

matter that is passing and represents the 

past in the matter.  

6. This is before them: This card represents the 

matters coming into action. 

7. Their attitude: This card signifies the 

querent’s views on the matter. 

8. The house: This card signifies the querent’s 

family and friends’ views on the matter.  

9. Their hopes and fears: This card represents 

the querent’s hopes and fears about the 

outcome. 

10. The final card: This card hints towards the 

outcome of the situation and is open to your 

interpretation. Here, you must concentrate 

your calculations and reading abilities to 

deliver your final judgment. Even if the card 

is reversed, your final thoughts must end on 

a positive note, as every situation, no matter 

how grim, can be overcome.  

WARNINGS 
• Only use the product for its intended 

purpose.  

• Do not submerge in water. 

• Do not tear. 

• Store in the original box. 

• It is highly advised to put the cards into card 

sleeves to prolong their lifespan.  

WARRANTY 
The warranty is valid for 24 months. You can claim it 

from DFVU d.o.o., Liparjeva 6a, 1234 Mengeš, 

Slovenia, for a replacement product or a refund. 

Send us your order number and purchase date in the 

email, which is available by clicking on our logo in the 

bottom right corner. The product has a lifetime of 24 

months from the date of collection. 
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